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Before they focus in on their native language, babies have an amazing ability to hear and absorb

sounds that adults unconsciously block out, like the subtleties of a foreign language.

BabyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s First Words in Spanish is an introduction to the sounds of Spanish and

Ã¢â‚¬Å“locks inÃ¢â‚¬Â• a childÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ability to learn these sounds. Created by linguistic

experts, BabyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s First Words in Spanish is designed for newborns to toddlers up to two

years old. Each package includes:Ã‚Â·60 minute CD of sweet and soothing songs, rhymes, words

and storiesÃ‚Â·ParentsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ guide that explains how children learn languagesÃ‚Â·Lyric sheet

so that parents can sing along to the songs on the CD with their children
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Good cd with catchy songs. We bought this cd 7 years ago and listened to it off and on for my then

6 month old boy. The songs are catching and done really well.Some songs are playful and the voice

of the female sounds so professional compared to other children CDs we have purchased. My boy

never enjoyed it and I don't think learned any Spanish words from it. I think having English

translations would have been helpful for him. However my daughter who is 4 y.o. really enjoys it and

asks for it when we get in the car. There are a lot of songs so I try to repeat the first 10 songs so she

can memorize the words as they are sung. Then I could go back to the CD insert with English

translation to try to tell her what the song is about. I would suggest this cd for newborns and toddlers

since it's a total immersion cd. But, I think for older kids a Spanish with English translations cd might



suit better.

All of the Baby's First Words CDs by Living Language (formerly under the title of Baby's First Steps)

are wonderful. Adult native speakers sing songs that are part of the culture from which each

language derives and native children say rhymes that are familiar to native children of each

language. If you are interested in more than one language, you can buy each different language CD

without having any same songs or rhymes repeated because each is unique to the language. We

have the Spanish, French, and Italian Cds and love all of them. Each one has 50 tracks that include

songs, rhymes, and sayings that are appropriate for any child learning another language. The

Spanish one has familiar Spanish songs such as De Colores and Las Mananitas. The French one

has songs such as Frere Jacques and A la claire au fontaine. As stated before, only native

speakers are on these CDs so the accents are authentic. However, on this Spanish CD, there is no

person from Spain that I can hear (I speak Spanish). These are definitely Latin American accents,

none from Spain, but the pronunciations are very precise and clear. Everything is annunciated well

and the rhymes are spoken more slowly in order for babies and children to learn them well.

I've been playing this CD every day to my 1 year old. I don't know about him, but I sure do have the

songs and rhymes stuck in my head. Although I can't sing along with the Spanish version as quickly

as the CD, I have faith that even I might get there. :)Enhancement requests:1) I wish that there

could be a website where we could register that we purchased the book.That way if we lose (or the

baby chews up) the lyric booklet we could print out a new one.Also, the lyrics are tiny. I have a hard

time reading them and my 75 year old mother doesn't have a hope of being able to read the lyric

sheet. If we could print out the lyrics from a registered users web page, then we could adjust the

size of the font.2) Please, please come out with a "Baby's First Words in English" version! I cannot

find a CD of classic English songs/rhymes with or without the lyrics. (I find Susie Tallman's nursery

song CDs extremely grating.) I would love it if Erika Levy produced an English version of classics

with the lyrics. I don't know the lyrics and end up humming a lot of English nursery songs. :(3) When

is "Baby's First Words in German" going to come out?

It was only in Spanish and I think for a bilingual child they should hear it in both English and

Spanish. I just don't feel it was worth the price at all!

Arrived earlier than expected. Even though it is used there is not a single scratch. Great condition



and just what I was looking for to expose my baby to abother language.

we really like this cd! we want our kids to know and understand that other cultures and languages

are wonderful and interesting and valuable and we hope to foster a others-centeredness rather than

an Americanized elitism! this is one small contribution towards that goal. the songs/rhymes/peoms

are easy to listen to and sing along to... don't see myself getting sick of them and we've been using

them for about 6 months now.

The songs on this cd are really cute and fun to sing along with. The book that comes with this cd

makes the product really easy to use.

The songs are fun, but the book isn't very helpful. The CD is for several different ages but it isn't

divided up in any way. There is a lot of skipping and restarting. I have resorted to just letting the CD

play all the way through even though my daughter is only 9 months. She likes the upbeat music!
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